This article features prominently in Google searches for Earl de Blonville. The
journalist, Ms. Egan clearly took Earl's statements at face value. The boxes
below tell the rest of the story.

Inquiries to the "wealthy businessmen" (two brothers) as to how the trip went have not been
answered. One would imagine that if they all had a great time, they would be eager to tell the story.

Actually, Earl was part of a group that paddled Bass
Strait. The launching of the 1986 expedition was
also a group effort. It is all too typical that when
Earl talks about himself, he is the center of the
universe.

Not one of the agencies that represents Earl as a
speaker can identify and actual occasion when they
booked him to speak for pay.
Seventh Journey was self-published, something he
never mentions. He also never mentions that no one
from the expedition had any input on the book.
Expedition members have nothing good to say about
Earl's leadership and the aftermath of the expedition.

Earl was abandoned by his mother, sent to live
with a grandfather, an event he claims to be
proud of. One does not need a degree in
psychology to recognize that an abandoned child
will fervently seek attention throughout their lives.

This is a bizarre response. In the
second sentence, suddenly it's all
about the director and the director's
accomplishments.

The owner of Peregrine Expeditions, where Earl worked as a
rafting guide at the time the Sun Kosi was run has confirmed
that Earl's claim, illustrated here, is false.

"First Australian ascents"??? How in the heck
would Earl know that other Australians hadn't
proceeded him? The highest mountain in
Austria is a WALK UP. Earl has been publicly
derisive of people who claim "firsts" and yet
here he is stretching to award himself a "first".
It's rather like claiming the first ascent of a
non-technical climb by "a blue-eyed Caucasian
sign painter" and then crowing about it to a
journalist.

A simple Google search on "climb Ida crete winter"
shows that it's a common and straightforward
climb, particularly with proper gear. Again, Earl
has no evidence to support the notion, which he
claims in other print, that he did the first Australian
ascent of Ida in winter. It's preposterous to claim
something like that. And, as a professional
climbing instructor, he put himself foolishly in
danger and now frames it as a great
accomplishment.

Given Earl's well documented penchant for self
promoting hyperbole it would be great to see
some names of the other instructors who could
corroborate these river trips.

Again, Classic Earl. The "other guy" has a name
but Earl never mentions it. In fact, he regularlly
gives the impression it was a solo trip. The other
guy's name is John Brewster. And at the time of
the trip, Earl was still named Earle Bloomfield.
He had not yet adopted the ancestral relatives
name de Blonville.

The irony of this heart warming sentiment about "
band of brothers" would not be lost on the other
members of the 86 kayak expedition. The expedition
was rife with acrimony, power plays by Earl and even
some fisticuffs.

So who were the "four multimillionaires"?
What do THEY have to say about their
experience of Earl as an executive coach?
Earl did attempt to sell additional "Arctic
Explorer" executive expeditions. They never
happened. You can see the sales material he
created in 2011 and 2016 appended at the
bottom of this document.

Earl's fascination with being a leadership/business
guru is a huge part of his self-written narrative. In
fact, Earl has consistently failed at business. His
playground installation company in England either
closed or was taken over. Earl claims he was
cheated out of millions of dollars. His book sales
are a flop. Not a single person has come forward
to sing the praises of his C-Suite coaching. Earl
apparently lives on the dole, an Australian
government pensioner. So all this talk about being
a leadership/business guru needs to be taken with
plenty of salt.

Retracing Gino's route on which he disappeared
was the theme of the 86 expedition. According
to expedition members, Earl was so taken with
the mythology of Gino that he took up smoking a
pipe (like Gino) and dropped his Aussie accent
for an English one. This was source of some
amusement to the other expedition members.

Earl did not go back to Desperation
Island and did not write any of the
books he says he was going to write.

Ah! yet another book in the works!
Again, Earl never returned and lived
off the land like the Inuit.

And in the blink of an eye, with no
actual seque, Earl is a "role model".
Then later on we learn...wait.. not so
fast. Everyone, even Donald Trump
has an occasional slip of the tongue
and reveals something tidbit of truth.
I am guessing that Earl's various
wives and girlfriends would concur
with the final sentence.

This soliloquy is premised on the
notion that Earl has made a success
of his various professional ventures.
The facts argue against that notion
which renders this bit of advice a bit
smarmy.

